
         
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 
 

Product Name: H3 
 
Product Type: Closed Acoustic Gaming Headset 
 
Product Colors: 
Onyx Black 
Ghost White 
 
 

 

 

Product line: 
 

Take your game to new levels 

USPs 
 
No min. or no max. USPs 

Functional USPs 
• All-round value gaming headset   
• Studio-quality microphone  
• Exceptional comfort with ergonomic ear pads  

 
Emotional USPs 

• Game on all your devices 
• Capture and transfer chat flawlessly 
• Cushy ergonomic fit for long-wearing comfort 

Product promise 
 
No min. or no max. characters 

All-round value gaming headset 
The EPOS H3 closed acoustic headset delivers high quality game audio to 
enhance your game enjoyment. EPOS engineered game audio delivers the 
audio cues needed for quick in-game reactions, the deep bass for the feeling 
of immediacy, the acoustic clarity for crisp, clear chat even during the most 
intense game action. 
 
The renowned EPOS build quality, design and quality materials make for a 
robust and durable headset. With multi-platform compatibility and plug and 
play offering ease of use, the H3 is an all-round best value proposition in a 
high-quality analogue gaming audio headset. The H3 features a brand-new 
design in the headband with stainless steel slider that adjusts the fit of the 
headset. Length indicators on the slider and click stops allow the user to easily 
find and remember their most comfortable fit. The new design also features 
hinged ear cups that can be angled to fit any face shape. 
 
The noise reducing microphone has an easy to use, intuitive lift-to-mute boom 
arm that is flexible and allows adjustments for best voice pick-up position. The 
H3 has ergonomic ear pads designed based on the anatomy of your ear to 
ensure a good acoustic seal and is closed back for noise isolation, Focus on 
your game even in the noisiest environments with high-quality game audio. 
Take your game to the next level with the lightweight, adjustable fit of the H3 
gaming headset 
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Headlines 
Text: 30-50 
 
 

The best all-round quality gaming headset 
Quality audio in an all-round value gaming headset 
Easy to use, all-round quality gaming headset 
Easy to use, all-round value gaming headset 
All-round, all-fit, quality gaming headset 
All-round, all-fill, value gaming headset 

Long description 
 
Characters incl. spacing: 
Title 25-30 
Text: 500-800 

All-round value gaming headset 
The EPOS H3 closed acoustic gaming headset delivers high quality audio 
engineered to convey the cues needed for quick in-game reactions. Skin tingling 
deep bass enhances immersion and acoustic clarity ensures clear game chat. 
 
Plug and play for ease of use, the all-round analogue H3 headset is multiplatform 
compatible with exchangeable PC/console cables. The noise-reducing 
microphone has a flexible boom arm that lifts to mute. Ergonomic ear pads are 
designed based on the anatomy of your ear, ensuring a comfortable fit and 
acoustic seal. A stainless steel slider in the headband with length indicators allow 
headset adjustments and hinged ear cups angle to fit any face shape.  
 
Quality materials and build make for a lightweight, yet robust and durable headset 
designed for long wearing comfort.  
 

Medium description 
 
Characters incl. spacing: 
Title 15-25 
Text: 300-500 

Value gaming headset 
Created for the gamer that believes good audio critical to their game enjoyment, 
the EPOS H3 closed acoustic headset delivers an immersive game audio 
experience with multi-platform plug and play ease of use. 
 
A microphone with a flexible lift-to-mute boom arm delivers game chat that is 
intelligible through the heaviest action. A stainless steel slider in the headband 
with length indicators provides easy adjustment and hinged ear cups angle to fit 
any face shape for long wearing comfort. 

Short description 
 
Characters incl. spacing: 
Title 10-20 
Text: 150-300 

All-round headset 
Take your game to the next level with plug and play ease and multi-platform 
compatibility with the EPOS H3 closed acoustic gaming headset. EPOS 
engineered audio delivers skin tingling deep bass that delivers the intensity of 
game action and the acoustic clarity for crisp and clear game communication. 
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Benefits &  
key features (short version) 
 
No min. or no max. b&k features 
Characters incl. spacing: 
Benefits: 20-40 
Feature: 50-80 

Closed acoustic gaming headset 
Closed-back for better passive noise attenuation  
 
EPOS engineered audio 
High quality audio that deliver the cues needed for a quick reaction 
 
Plug and play headset 
Plug and play for ease of use 
 
Studio-quality microphone  
Noise reducing microphone for crisp in-game chat 
 
Instant mute 
Lift the flexible boom arm for an automatic mute 
 
Lightweight adjustable fit 
A slider in the headband and hinged ear cups adjust the fit to any head shape 
 
Intuitive volume control 
Make quick adjustments while gaming with a volume wheel on the right ear cup 
 
Exchangeable ergonomic ear pads 
Designed to conform to the anatomy of the ear for better acoustic seal  
 
Multiplatform compatible 
Works on PC, Mac®, PS4, PS5, Switch and Xbox  
 
Color options 
The H3 headset is available in Onyx Black and Ghost White 
 

Benefits &  
key features (long version) 
 
No min. or no max. b&k features 
Characters incl. spacing: 
Benefits: 20-40 
Features: 250-300 

Closed acoustic gaming headset 
The EPOS H3 closed acoustic gaming headset is designed for passive noise 
attenuation.  Ergonomic ear pads designed to shape to the anatomy of the ear 
create a comfortable acoustic seal that lets you enjoy high quality game audio and 
focus on your game even in noisy environments.  
 
EPOS engineered audio 
Engineered to deliver the audio cues needed for faster in-game reactions, high 
quality audio takes your game enjoyment and performance to the next level. Deep 
bass extension allows you to experience explosions to the fullest and acoustic 
clarity delivers crisp chat for in-game strategy discussions. 
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Plug and play headset 
Plug and play for ease of use and reliable connections allow quick switches with 
exchangeable cables and either one or two 3.5mm jacks. PC and console cables 
come with the H3 closed acoustic gaming headset. 
 
Best all-round gaming headset 
The value proposition in an all-round gaming headset with plug and play ease of 
use and multi-platform compatibility. The EPOS H3 delivers the bass-heavy sound 
for skin-tingling gamer immersion and crisp, clear audio for team communication 
during intensive play.  
 
Microphone with lift-to-mute boom arm 
A studio-quality microphone with noise cancellation provides improved control 
over in-game communication. Lifting the boom arm automatically mutes the 
microphone. 
 
Lightweight adjustable fit 
The EPOS H3 design features a built-in stainless steel slider in the headband. The 
length indicators and click stops on the slider allow the user to easily find and 
remember their most comfortable fit. The new design also features hinged ear 
cups that angle to fit any face shape. 
 
Intuitive volume control 
The volume wheel is integrated on the right ear cup of the headset and it allows 
for quick adjustments while gaming. There is no need to switch out of your game 
to adjust the loudness of your game audio. 
 
Exchangeable ergonomic ear pads 
Designed based on the anatomy of the ear, the ear pads conform to the shape of 
the ear for a better acoustic seal and long wearing comfort. They are also 
exchangeable. 
 
Multiplatform compatible 
Works on PC, Mac®, PS4, PS5, Switch and Xbox 
 
Color options 
The H3 headset is available in a sharp and stylish Onyx Black or in crisp, clean 
Ghost White 
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KSPs 
 
No min. or no max. KSPs 
Text: 30-50 
 

Closed acoustic gaming headset 
 
EPOS engineered audio 
 
Plug and play headset 
 
All-round value gaming headset 
 
Microphone with lift-to-mute boom arm 
 
Lightweight adjustable fit 
 
Intuitive volume control 
 
Ergonomic design 
 
Multiplatform compatible 
 
 
 


